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Canada's energy industry is vulnerable to cyberattacks as increasingly sophisticated 
hackers target the world's pipelines, refineries and power grids, a U.S. security expert 
warns. 

The fear is that hackers will infiltrate the computer networks that route electricity and 
manage the distribution of oil and gas throughout the energy supply chain. 

The threat is serious, said Michael DuBose, senior managing director at Kroll, which 
provides risk assessment for energy firms and other industries. 

To highlight the potential risk, DeBose points to an incident in August of last year 
involving Saudi Arabia's national oil company, Aramco. A cyberattack damaged some 
30,000 computers in an attempt to stop production in what is OPEC's biggest oil and gas 
exporter. 

Telvent, a Calgary subsidiary of a company that helps manage everything from pipelines 
to electrical systems, was forced to warn customers last September about a mysterious 
security breach believed to be the work of Chinese hackers. 

Canada's energy industry is "on constant watch" for outside threats, said Travis Davies, 
spokesman for the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers. 

In Canada, cyberattacks to energy companies typically involve web property damage, 
email flooding campaigns and information leaks, Davies said. 

But a 2012 report from researchers at Rice University in Houston said energy companies 
also face vulnerabilities to their control systems serious enough to disrupt operations. 

Officials with the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association could not be reached for 
comment. 

Last October, Ottawa pledged $155 million in cybersecurity funding over five years. 

Ottawa has so far rejected legislating basic standards for national security. 

That's not good enough, said John Adams, the former chief of CSIS, Canada's spy 
agency. 

"Pass a law," he told reporters last week at a security conference in Ottawa. "Make it 
obligatory." 


